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Nuremberg Nightlife -- Artsy, Mediterranean And Funky
Clubs
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Nuremberg offers an eclectic mix of bars and clubs. If you’re in the mood for an unique and
different nightlife experience, then you have come to the right city! Dive into the Nuremberg
nightlife and shake your body & soul…

Nuremberg Bars
Zwinger Bar (Lorenzerstraße 33)
This Nuremberg bar is a bit out of the ordinary. From the interesting and thought-provoking interior
design, female deejays, and the artsy crowd, the Zwinger Bar is a unique place. The music can
range from lounge-style to the crooning of Doris Day.
Be sure to take advantage of the tapas-like offerings of cheese and bread!

Bar Celona (Fleischbrücke 1-3)
Bar Celona evokes some images of Mediterranean living with its riverside outdoor seating.
Whether you’re in the mood for spirits or espresso, this quintessential Euro bar will oblige. And if
you’re on a budget, this wallet-friendly bar is even more of a draw.

Nuremberg Night Clubs
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Club Stereo (Klaragasse 8)
For fans of reggae, funk and soul, there is no better place to go than the Club Stereo. Located in a
dark cellar, there is plenty of fun on offer here, like a regular light show. It is particularly popular
with the students. The party begins doesn’t start until after midnight so don’t arrive too early! And
plan on a long night of drinks and dancing.

Sound Express (Kohlenhofstraße 1)
This Nuremberg night club is often regarded as THE place for dancing in the city. Sound Express
comes alive Saturday nights when it’s filled to the brim with guests. The music style on offer is
more hip and cutting edge than some other clubs, and you’re likely to see members of the Eurochic crowd.
The only drawback is that it’s a bit out of the city center, but take a cab and you’ll have no
problems.

Mach I (Kaiserstraße 1-9)
For an equal balance of drinking and dancing, the Mach I is for you. This popular Nuremberg club
offers designated dance floors as well as a more bar-like atmosphere in other rooms. The brightlycolored walls will help you to find your way through its maze-like interior.
A bonus is that the club is open from Thursday night through the weekends, so you don’t have to
wait till Friday for some nightlife experiences.
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